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This paper examines how pro-active business controllers can assist the articulation of tacit organiza-

tional insights, contributing to knowledge creation and learning. The study focuses on incidents of 

non-financial performance measurement. It identifies three scenarios where the business controller 

mobilizes non-financial measures, in interactive spaces of considerable tension: Within a divisional 

performance paradox (where financial and non-financial measurements send conflicting signals), in 

provocative interventions into operational detail and in cross-functional debate around non-financial 

measurement, the business controller can face the conversion of key tacit insights into explicit knowl-

edge. The paper offers a theoretical discussion and starting point for empirical inquiry in this particular 

field – of growing importance to the academic pronouncements concerning the controller’s profile and 

competence development. But the paper also holds urgent professional relevance: Business controllers 

may wish to secure their position on the organization’s learning-agenda.
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inTRoDucTion

it is being argued that tacit knowledge is central to a resource-based view of the firm, the devel-

opment of core competence and the creation of sustainable competitive advantage. because 

tacit knowledge has a ”silent” and implicit character, and is difficult to replicate, it may provide 

the organization with a real competitive edge vis-à-vis its rivals (prahalad & hamel 1990, Lubit 

2001). hence, tacit knowledge has been advanced as a notion of considerable strategic signifi-

cance. it has been related with the discovery of emergent strategies, with active ”knowledge 

management” and with the fostering of ”intellectual capital” (spender & Grant 1996, spender 

1996, Ambrosini & bowman 2001, Mintzberg 1990, earl & scott 1999, Klein 19981). Moreover, 

tacit knowledge is a fundamental concept in the theory of organizational knowledge creation and 

organizational learning. The conversion of tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge is a critical 

phase in the firm’s knowledge creation process (nonaka et al. 2000a/b, nonaka 1994, nonaka 

& Takeuchi 1995, nooteboom 2001).

This paper traces a number of connections between particular management accounting 

technologies and tacit knowledge2. More specifically, it lays out how practices of non-financial 

performance measurement – mobilized by pro-active business controllers who operate within 

local contingencies and the often conflict-ridden management situations of contemporary settings 

– become implicated with the discovery of tacit knowledge, nested deep inside the organiza-

tional texture (Granlund & Lukka 1997, Tuomela & partanen 2001, Järvenpää 2001, vaivio 2004). 

currently, our understanding of the potential of non-financial performance measurement, as a 

common practice of the contemporary controller who seeks to uncover tacit knowledge within 

the firm, remains underdeveloped. because relatively little is known about how controllers, and 

their professional competencies, may become related with tacit knowledge in the context of the 

tensions that often arise within non-financial performance measurement, this research note offers 

a kind of ”access point” for the accounting scholar. it provides a clarifying discussion of theo-

retical background, some conceptual innovations for restructuring and problematizing the terrain, 

as well as a more practical research agenda to follow. hence, the paper serves primarily as a 

platform for further research in this still uncharted area, where especially empirical contributions 

are urgently needed. but the paper’s reflection and argumentation also contain practical rele-

vance: controllers should not become marginalized within the popular discourse of ”knowledge 

management” in particular3, realizing fully the learning opportunities they encounter whilst mea-

suring organizational performance.

1 For a critical appraisal of knowledge management, see Mcnamara et al. 2004.
2 see e.g. Mcnamara et al. 2004 also on the implications that the management of organizational knowledges has 
for management accounting. 
3 on managerial needs and expectations regarding accountant’s roles, see pierce & o’dea, 2003.
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The paper’s argument is, of course, advanced in a tentative spirit. it invites other theoretical 

perspectives, competing research logics and empirically based pronouncements on how to real-

ize the knowledge-creating potential that controllers hold in specific instances of performance 

evaluation. The paper is organized as follows: First, it examines the concept of tacit knowledge,

and discusses then its meaning from the perspective of the new role and the competencies that 

organizationally embedded, pro-active business controllers may become identified with. second, 

it sketches three potential scenarios where contemporary controllers become intertwined with 

non-financial performance measurement and corresponding organizations tensions – in an inter-

active organizational space where tacit knowledge becomes articulated. Finally, the paper traces 

the research implications of these suggestions, pointing out avenues of further enquiry.

1. TaciT knoWleDGe anD The conTRolleR’s neW Role

Tacit knowledge

in academic discussion, the origins of the concept of tacit knowledge are often attributed to the 

seminal philosophical study of polanyi (1962, 1966 p.4), who introduces tacit knowledge as 

something deeply ingrained in human mind and body: ”We can know more than we can tell”. 

but the theoretical starting point of this paper goes beyond this much celebrated definition, fol-

lowing instead the more mundane approach of Ambrosini & bowman (2001): This paper intro-

duces tacit knowledge as something organizationally valuable and practical and something that 

can be accessed under certain favourable circumstances. Tacit knowledge in organizations is 

about silent understanding that agents acquire in the context of their tasks, roles and profes-

sional identities4. 

organizationally critical tacit knowledge can be about doing ordinary things, about everyday 

action. instead of being ”grand” insight, tacit knowledge is often about taken-for-granted practical 

knowledge – which is not yet articulated in verbal form, and is far from being formalized into 

information systems or computer networks. Tacit knowledge is about personal skills and know-

how that agents develop within working routines and sedimented operating practices. it is about 

”hunches”, impressions, and rules of thumb that structure the local realities where agents become 

immersed. it is about subjective meanings and scripts of conduct that develop in specific contexts 

and unique situations, serving as a cognitive basis of action to agents, often in the local ”micro-

worlds” of professional niches, far from the organizational centre. These subjectively constructed 

meanings that emanate from the organizational periphery can, however, become vital ingredients 

4 we have to admit, however, that parts of an agent’s tacit understanding may remain beyond our reach, being sowe have to admit, however, that parts of an agent’s tacit understanding may remain beyond our reach, being so 
deeply ingrained in human consciousness as to resist transformation into the explicit. 
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in an ”inductive” or operations-based view of strategy creation (see regnér, 2003, hayes & upton 

1998).

The local character of tacit knowledge relates this concept to the management accounting 

research tradition known as the ”Gothenburg school” (Jönsson 1996, 1992, hedberg & Jönsson 

1978, Jönsson & Grönlund 1988, Jönsson & solli 1993). in this stream of enquiry, local learning 

processes, local information systems, as well as the problematic aspects of control in central and 

local modes have been investigated. it is being emphasised, that a large part of ongoing organi-

zational learning actually takes place at the local grass-root level, in different operational proc-

esses and in decentralized, locally situated experiential instances. hence, this paper stands in 

alignment with these notions – recognizing tacit knowledge as a phenomenon, which material-

izes at local levels within the organization.

Although tacit knowledge is not normally articulated in the flow of everyday organizational 

events, this argument builds on the view that it can be accessed by fitting words onto these lo-

cally situated, subjective experiences and cognitive patterns – by asking the right questions, by 

listening attentively and by relying on metaphors and storytelling (see Ambrosini & bowman 2001, 

pp. 814–816). Tacit knowledge can thus be converted into explicit knowledge in processes of 

externalisation, becoming a shared, social phenomenon (see nonaka 1994). in processes of or-

ganizational interaction, dialogue, and debate, tacit knowledge gradually becomes articulated in 

verbal form, perhaps suggesting intriguing local insight that may hold wider significance, con-

tributing to learning and the creation of new competitive initiatives.5

in order to understand the instances and locales where tacit knowledge becomes converted 

into explicit knowledge, the concept of ba has been put forth (nonaka et al. 2000a/b, nonaka & 

Konno 1998). stemming originally from Japanese philosophy, the ba suggests a shared context, 

an essential platform or space where tacit knowledge becomes converted into explicit knowledge. 

The ba can be a physical site but also an immaterial shared space, which harbours new meanings 

and emerging relationships between organizational agents. it acts as a foundation for knowledge 

creation. An office, a working team, a teleconference or an impromptu meeting can become a 

ba where tacit knowledge is embedded and becomes externalized. Ba is also a fluid context – it 

can be born quickly, but also disappears quickly. in an interacting ba, through dialogue and 

conscious efforts of verbalization, tacit individual mental models and experiences become con-

5 The discovery of tacit knowledge, and its conversion into explicit knowledge, is a critical part of the process ofThe discovery of tacit knowledge, and its conversion into explicit knowledge, is a critical part of the process of 
organizational knowledge creation. it must be emphasized, however, that the dynamic process of knowledge creation
also includes other stages. According to nonaka et al. (2000a/b), the ”spiral” of knowledge creation includes four 
modes: 1) socialization, the sharing of tacit models 2) externalization – where the focus of this study lies – when 
tacit knowledge becomes transformed into common words and metaphors 3) combination, where explicit knowledge 
is coupled with other sources of explicit knowledge, like documents and databases 4) internalization, when ex-
plicit knowledge becomes selectively embodied into individual actions and practices. (see also nonaka 1994, 
nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995).
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verted into common terms, metaphors and concepts: organizational agents try to share the 

mental models of others, but also explore and explicate their own (see nonaka & Toyama, 2005, 

pp. 427–429, nonaka et al. 2000a, pp. 8–9, nonaka & Konno 1998, p.47).

The notion of the interacting ba suggests that tacit knowledge becomes externalized in rela-

tively consensual, trustful and smooth, co-operative organizational situations and exchanges. The 

argument of this paper is not contradicting this view, but adds another dimension to it: An interact-

ing ba can also become a space of open organizational conflict. it can be a shared space of intense, 

even fiery argument and debate – a space where different interpretations, opinions and interests 

collide with each other, letting out the tacit mental frames of the participating agents. increased 

tension within the interacting ba can thus contribute to the externalization of tacit knowledge. but 

this paper further suggests that increased tension between organizational agents – especially with-

in the instances and managerial situations relating to performance evaluation – should be examined 

as a positive force that leads to the articulation of tacit understandings. The tension that relates to 

the mobilization of non-financial management accounting performance measurements may lead 

to the articulation of tacit insights. And overt resistance to non-financial measurement can become 

a positive phenomenon from the perspective of knowledge creation (see vaivio 2004). 

hence, this paper takes the perspective that tacit knowledge represents potentially valuable, 

practical, and locally grounded understanding that can be accessed. it further suggests that tacit 

knowledge can become exposed in organizational instances of considerable tension, where 

contemporary controllers are present, in their new, more active organizational role. whilst eval-

uating organization performance with the technology of non-financial measurement, controllers 

can take initiative also in terms of organizational learning and knowledge creation. They would 

extend their professional interest and contribution towards the discovery of tacit strategic and 

operational insights (see coad, 1999). This is essential for maintaining the relevance and profes-

sional status of controllers within the increasingly learning-oriented organizations of our time 

(choo 1998, nooteboom, 2000, Granlund & Lukka, 1998).

The controller’s More active Role

Traditionally, accountants and controllers have been stereotyped as prudent, historically oriented 

”bean-counters” or constraining organizational ”watchdogs”. instead of looking at the future and 

casting different projections on it, the professional profile of the controller has emphasized cost-

consciousness and a detailed, factual analysis of the past. Moreover, the traditional controller has 

not excelled in communication and argumentation skills, preferring a somewhat withdrawn and 

anti-social, less team-oriented working method (see Granlund & Lukka 1997, 1998). Although 

such a stereotype of the traditional controller as being preoccupied by conservatism, precision 

and form may be exaggerated and overly simplified (see Friedman & Lyne 2000, vaivio 2006b), 
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it seems justified to claim that the conventional skills and competencies associated with the es-

tablished expert identity of the controller have not supported the more active, learning-oriented 

task of exposing intriguing niches of tacit knowledge within the firm. 

it has been argued, however, that the perhaps joyless and boring ”bean counter” controller 

should adopt a new professional profile. This is critical especially in the context of the fast-mov-

ing, more organically structured and informal organizations of our time (child & McGrath 2001, 

Galunic & eisenhart 2001, dijksterhuis et al. 1999). The profile of the new business controller in 

our dynamic and more knowledge-intensive era is characterized by an increasing business-ori-

entation, by a commercial way of thinking at the firm’s operations and by an attention to field 

detail – ranging from technical or logistic issues to subtle marketing efforts and customer-related 

service questions. The business controller should have a thorough understanding of the micro-

realities underlying both financial and non-financial figures. 

The business controller could be equally familiar with broad strategic issues, as well as with 

critical operational detail. And instead of being a detached staff expert, the business controller 

may often work ”hands-on” within cross-functional teams and ad hoc task forces, providing sup-

port for better management decisions at the local level. From being a ”historian” or ”watchdog”, 

the business controller should now develop new competencies. The business controller moves 

towards being more like an adviser, internal consultant, bridge-builder or change-agent, taking 

organizational initiative and being more innovative (Granlund & Lukka 1997, 1998, Malmi et al. 

2001, Järvenpää 2001, emsley 2005, vaivio 2006b, see also partanen 2001, pp.325–334). it has 

to be underlined, however, that such a progression is not likely to be a straightforward and un-

problematic process (see Tuomela & partanen 2001.) 

if this pro-active professional profile gradually becomes realized more fully in the rapidly 

evolving, increasingly expert-oriented organizations of our time, the contemporary business con-

troller is likely to emphasize the present and the future instead of the past. s/he will have broad-

er responsibilities and will have a solid appreciation of cross-functional interfaces. The business 

controller may also be driving some critical organizational change initiatives. hence, also ad-

vanced communication and argumentation skills characterize the business controller’s new expert 

identity. The business controller should be more familiar with the different expert ”languages” 

and concepts used by other organizational professionals, ranging from sales managers to design-

ers and production specialists. These verbal competencies, coupled with analytical skills, an in-

quisitive mindset and the ability to manage conflict in organizational encounters, are essential 

especially if the business controller is actively involved in organizational learning-efforts, seeking 

to uncover niches of tacit knowledge. More specifically, the context of non-financial performance 

evaluation provides organizational instances of increased tension where the business controller 

can become active in his/her learning capacity.
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2 non-Financial PeRFoRMance MeasuReMenT anD TaciT 

knoWleDGe

in recent years, influential calls have been made to include non-financial measurements into 

management accounting practices. especially, the notion of The Balanced Scorecard suggests that 

non-financial measurement should complement traditional financial monitors of performance, 

building on a long tradition of discussion about more ”strategic” non-financial indicators (Kaplan 

& norton 1996, 1992, parker 1979, bungay & Goold 1991, rockart 1982). Assisted by commer-

cialised improvement agendas, non-financial measures have entered management processes, 

reconstituting organizational reality (vaivio 1999a/b). 

with non-financial measurement, the pro-active business controller receives a powerful 

technology of performance evaluation. performance can be approached from several perspectives, 

adding more depth and also more strategic considerations to the traditional, often ”short-termist” 

and limited financial review (ittner & Larcker 2003, Merchant 1990, hayes & Abernathy 1980). 

new, more concrete dimensions of performance can be traced in quantitative terms. non-finan-

cial measurement probes deep into organizational activities, endowing the business controller 

with a ”microscopic” instrument. The specifics of local practice – not just the outcomes but the 

more detailed how of local actions – become visible beyond conventional, aggregated financial 

measurements. Moreover, with various non-financial performance indicators the business control-

ler maintains a sensitive record of formalized ”hard facts” concerning local agents, which can be 

open to public scrutiny within the firm. 

From the perspective of business controllers who seek to discover sources of tacit knowledge, 

non-financial measurement suggests three potential interacting spaces. These bear a resemblance 

to the concept of ba. but they contain considerable organizational tension, different forms of 

local resistance and possibly overt conflict. First, non-financial measures can create a perform-

ance paradox in divisional performance evaluation. second, non-financial measures of local 

operational performance can become a medium for provocative interventions into intriguing 

organizational niches, exposing intricate operational detail. Third, non-financial performance 

measurement across internal structural boundaries can be injected into key organizational inter-

faces, sustaining cross-functional debate. These potential ways of mobilizing non-financial per-

formance measurement can introduce new forms of questioning, argumentation and debate. 

Tacit knowledge could emerge and become externalized within these more controversial spaces 

of interaction. 

creating a divisional performance paradox 

especially within larger, decentralized and divisionalized responsibility structures, the corporate 

cFo and unit-level business controllers can face a divisional performance paradox. Traditional, 
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short-term oriented financial measures and more ”strategic” non-financial performance measure-

ments may not point to the same direction, but suggest incongruence. For instance, a divisional-

level Balanced Scorecard can convey positive signals on the unit’s financial performance, but 

also indicates negative results along more fundamental dimensions of performance, measured in 

non-financial terms. Good financial performance becomes coupled with poor achievement along 

the more strategic monitors of performance. profit, sales and roi can remain at a high level, but 

for example quality, process-time and customer loyalty measures appear unsatisfactory. 

in a divisionalized structure, this inconsistency acts as a destabilizer. it increases tension 

between the corporate centre and the divisional level. The performance paradox puts the focused 

unit’s long-term prospects into question. it cries for an urgent response. A kind of ”semi-confus-

ing” information system is in fact installed when the financial performer suddenly appears as a 

non-financial non-performer (hedberg & Jönsson 1978). At first, the validity of the measurements 

may be denied by divisional management. Also, divisional management may fend off the paradox 

as a temporary problem, an anomaly which would not last. but if the incongruence persists, real 

answers – and a plausible analysis of the situation at hand – must be provided. possible explana-

tions for the confusing disaccord will gradually be supplied to corporate management. 

The divisional performance paradox can suggest a break with ”institutionalized” corporate 

history. it may contradict with deeply rooted idealizations concerning the entity’s performance, 

especially if the unit has been considered a profitable, efficient and well-managed entity, which 

has not been a source of more fundamental concern. A good reputation within the multidivi-

sional setting can become questioned. collectively held appreciations of the unit’s competitive 

strength and its future business potential become shaken. The myth of continuing, linear financial 

success becomes reassessed. non-financial measurement which is available at the corporate 

level, and at the unit business controller’s disposal, now documents that the record of good fi-

nancial performance may have been achieved at the expense of more strategic factors. it can be 

feared that with some ”time lag” the negative financial consequences of poor strategic perform-

ance will materialize on the financial dimension.6

The divisional performance paradox probably creates confusion within the measured locale. 

it contradicts with divisional ”identity”. hence, the division’s strategy becomes re-evaluated. in 

terms of responsibility accounting, the performance paradox may also generate debate about 

divisional autonomy, the controllability principle and internal transactions within the multidivi-

sional setting (ezzamel 1992, p. 23–25). but this friction can contribute to the emergence of 

6 of course, it is not self-evident that the available non-financial data always stands for reliable and valuable infor-of course, it is not self-evident that the available non-financial data always stands for reliable and valuable infor-
mation. in the worst case, non-financial measurements may give management misleading signals, especially if no 
”measurement tradition” exists; see vaivio, 1995, pp. 103–105. Also, e.g. quality-related non-financial measurements 
may not always hold predictive power in terms of the upcoming financial results. Financial performance is affected 
by multiple factors, many of them lying beyond the enterprise’s control. 
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tacit understanding, since new interpretations of the unit’s strategic environment, new opera-

tional theories and new causal patterns of the current ”business model” are pursued. These would 

explain the incongruence in performance. 

Field observations or illustrations of recent problems in the fields that the non-financial 

measurement indicates, and practically embedded stories about why the unit does not meet its 

strategic targets, are discussed in collective divisional settings – in the presence of the business 

controller. A critical reassessment and debate concerning the divisional locale’s operating prac-

tices, and possibly a re-evaluation of its interrelations with other units within the corporate hier-

archy, are likely to follow. remedies that would eliminate the performance paradox, based on 

now explicitly articulated causal schemes of multiple divisional agents, become suggested. 

in a potentially less consensual divisional space of interaction, in an interacting ba where 

the unit’s business controller can be present – possibly taking the role of an ”envoy” who has 

been sent by the mother-company, or the role of a ”bridge-builder” between the centre and the 

daughter unit – the involved agents mobilize their tacit understanding (partanen, 2001, pp. 147–

149). They verbalize different implicit schemes of thinking and scripts of behaviour concerning 

their functional practices and specific modes of action within the business-processes of the ad-

dressed locale. earlier these patterns may have appeared as too trivial and emotive ”hunches” 

about operating practices. equally, they may have appeared as unjustified reservations. or they 

may have been held back as too subjective impressions about details in local performance to be 

publicly expressed. The acknowledged divisional performance paradox now represents a formal-

ized justification for reflecting openly and for speaking out. it triggers the articulation of otherwise 

tacit insights.

The performance paradox that focuses on a relatively autonomous divisionalized entity can, 

however, take also another form. The addressed locale can show good ”strategic” non-financial 

achievement, but fails to produce satisfactory financial results. A non-financial performer remains 

a financial non-performer. A plausible course of events can here be envisaged: especially if the 

good strategic performance has for long been associated with poor financial results, a critical 

re-examination concerning the unit’s strategic orientation becomes justified, since non-financial 

performance should finally materialize as financial success. At some point, for example high 

customer satisfaction should yield better profitability. 

in these circumstances, similar tensions as described above may arise. They also lead to the 

mobilization of tacit understanding, within an interactive organizational space where the divi-

sional business controller actively participates. The unit’s financial strategy is now put under 

critical scrutiny, in the light of the performance paradox. A revised strategy that also meets finan-

cial expectations is called for. As this requires fundamental changes in operations, new theories 

of action – advanced in the name of ”restoring profitability” – become expressed in collective 
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interaction. emergent causal patterns about the business, if allowed to support the creation of a 

revised strategy, are likely to surface in these organizational exchanges. The re-evaluation of the 

present and the crafting of the financially brighter future will be made by respective managers – 

drawing upon their local experiences and know-how. Tacit knowledge, for instance about control-

ling costs, cutting back some ventures and rationalizing production, should become transformed 

into the explicit dimension. 

exposing operational detail with provocative measures

non-financial measurement of performance can, however, also become a medium of the learn-

ing-oriented business controller for narrowing down onto the level of the organization’s detail. 

s/he can produce focused interventions deep into operational niches that a priori stand for intrigu-

ing tacit knowledge elements. because of its considerable ”focus potential” (vaivio 1999b), non-

financial measurement exposes the intricacies of local activity – what for instance takes place 

within a specific functional activity cell, in a multi-stage production process. Thus, the business 

controller can move beyond the generality of financial aggregates. At his/her wish, the business 

controller can reduce the prevailing distance to key operational issues. by exposing operational 

action with a documented record of ”hard” non-financial performance measurements, the busi-

ness controller becomes linked with tacit understanding that could lie dormant in the profes-

sional working cultures of the business’ front line, or possibly in marginalized enclaves of the 

perceived value-chain. 

probing into the practical detail of local operating practices, for instance with somewhat 

”Tayloristic” measurements of time, the business controller can problematize operational activ-

ity. new quantitative targets, more specific standards of conduct, or stringent external benchmarks 

can be introduced. Moreover, a formal monitoring track of trends and deviances in the non-fi-

nancial data can be used for intervening into any of the monitored locales. new questions can 

be asked about on-site working arrangements and modes of operating in certain situations (see 

vaivio, 2006a). The business controller can re-examine and criticize established practices with 

reference to a formalized track record – showing for instance how much time key sub-activities 

in fact consume, or by linking some types of customer complaints with specific responsibility 

areas. This Orwellian surveillance and direct intervention would, undoubtedly, strain relations 

between the business controller and local agents. but in appropriate conditions, as for example 

in a crisis-context or during a major transformation of the organization’s culture, this could rep-

resent a way of gaining access into tacit knowledge that resides in critical operational niches.

resistance to management accounting systems and the bureaucratic interventions they be-

come associated with have been widely acknowledged (scapens & roberts 1993, ezzamel 1994, 

burns & scapens 2000, Major & hopper, 2005, vaivio 1999a). intervention by the business con-
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troller – being imposed top-down, reducing local autonomy and shifting established patterns of 

power and influence – is likely to meet different forms of resistance (Kasurinen, 2002, bariff & 

Galbraith 1978, Markus & pfeffer 1983). This resistance ranges from passive non-compliance to 

open conflict and overt rebellion. however, for the purposes of knowledge creation, resistance 

to the non-financial performance measures mobilized by the business controller can become a 

positive ”trigger”. resistance can lead to the externalisation of tacit knowledge. non-financial 

measures of local performance can problematize focused niches, and provokes the affected agents 

into an articulation of their tacit, private operational insights (vaivio 2004)7. This form of interven-

tion into the minutiae of organizational life is of course a controversial effort and contains sig-

nificant risks. it implies high organizational tension, and certainly represents a less consensual 

method of discovering tacit knowledge. 

Provocative non-financial measurement of operational performance challenges local au-

tonomy. it disturbs the prevailing order. it brings transparency to everyday issues that usually 

remain beyond the reach of quantitative, formal tracking. Therefore, this measurement is likely to 

become rejected. The local agents subject to the intrusive measures would often deny the valid-

ity and relevance of this quantification, but may also find other means to resist this focused inter-

vention. They reconsider their local practices, routines and operating conditions for clues that 

could be mobilized as discursive arguments against the measurements, in an interactive local ba

where the business controller is present. 

Facing the business controller, operationally responsible agents look for pieces of evidence 

that can be reinterpreted – to reflect on the performance, organizational standing, and efficiency 

of the niche’s practice. The concerned agents need dramatized examples – especially illustrative 

stories and convincing metaphors – to justify prevailing practice against the business controller’s 

intrusion. whilst doing so, local agents revisit their tacit scripts of operating and the cognitive 

maps they employ to create meaning in everyday incidents. They verbalize tacit knowledge in 

their resistant discourse, sparked by the provocative measurement (see vaivio 1999a pp. 703–707, 

vaivio 2004). 

The provocative non-financial measurement of focused niches is a radical departure from 

more consensual approaches to knowledge creation. it may jeopardize more important consid-

erations, such as a good working culture and trust between different expert groups. in can also 

undermine the functioning of other accounting systems, like traditional budgeting and cost ac-

counting systems, which are relied upon by the business controller (see vaivio 2005, pp. 203–

208). nevertheless, in extreme conditions, as for instance in situations where large bureaucracies 

7 For an empirical illustration concerningFor an empirical illustration concerning provocative non-financial measurement which addressed ”The customer”, 
in the context of Lever-industrial – u.K., see vaivio 2004. 
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should urgently be transformed into more dynamic entities, or during post-acquisition integration 

within mergers, provocative non-financial measurement may come under consideration. it can 

become mobilized selectively, for tackling particular rigidities in the organization, and for exam-

ining the most critical niches of operational understanding that bear strategic importance (see 

regnér, 2003, hayes & upton 1998). here, the business controller faces a context where s/he 

could adopt the role of an active organizational ”change agent” (Lukka & Granlund, 1997, 

1998).

cross-functional debate and non-financial measures

Finally, non-financial measurements may become linked with operational tacit knowledge in yet 

another category of organizational incidents. The business controller can mobilize these monitors 

for stimulating cross-functional debate. non-financial performance measurements, possibly inte-

grated into a Balanced Scorecard, provide new formal information about internal processes. They 

concern different, interrelating functional perspectives. several cells of formal responsibility, dif-

ferent interest groups and competing areas of expertise become affected by detailed non-financial 

performance measures. For instance unsatisfactory delivery times or poor quality measures can 

point at many functional interfaces and joint operational routines. And the business controller 

can rarely assign responsibility for this cross-functional performance to one party alone. perform-

ance must be examined, shared and negotiated by a variety of agents, representing intercon-

nected activity areas. 

Functional interaction, co-operative relays, mutual technological linkages and logistic de-

pendencies within the firm become recognized and assessed against a quantitative monitoring 

track. Therefore, as has been empirically illustrated, non-financial measurements can constitute 

a ”calculable space” (Miller 1994, Miller & o’Leary 1994, vaivio 2005, 1999a/b), where compet-

ing organizational perspectives, interpretations and interests collide – and where intensive debate 

takes place in the presence of the business controller or the unit cFo. This space also bears a 

resemblance to the notion of the interacting ba. within this space, however, multiple tensions 

prevail – instead of a purely collaborative spirit. in a politically charged cross-functional debate 

around shared performance measurement, tacit knowledge from various parts of the organization 

can become articulated.

non-financial measures do not provide neutral information that can be agreed about. in-

stead, different interpretations can be given to what these measurements really signify in terms of 

organizational achievement, and to what problems they really point at. The measurements can 

be explained in ways that contradict each other, and they do not suggest unidirectional actions. 

They can highlight competing urgencies. They can imply a variety of perhaps incompatible solu-

tions. hence, non-financial performance measures often lead to emotive reactions in the cross-
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functional instances where organizational agents are pooled to discuss the shared measurement 

(see vaivio 1999a). 

Furthermore, these measurements of ”horizontal” performance provide a valuable political 

instrument for interdepartmental turf battles. in the context of a cross-functional ba or ”calculable 

space”, non-financial measures may become ammunition in attacks against rival functional groups 

or fractions – for instance between more technically oriented managers within production and a 

field-based marketing force (earl & hopwood 1980, bariff & Galbraith 1978). The measurement 

can be presented as finally confirming some parochial interests: claims of inefficiency and mis-

management in a neighbouring part of the value-chain. 

Attempts to reform organizational order can be formally justified, at the expense of another 

interest group. however, non-financial performance measurements are also effective defences 

against internal criticism. unfounded negative rumours can be marginalized with ”hard” data. To 

some operational locale under pressure, non-financial measures provide formal evidence of good 

performance – forcing vocal critics to a retreat. because of their argumentative power and po-

litical potential, non-financial measurement is embedded into a continuous debate, in a cross-

functional context. The business controller’s underlying purpose of witnessing the conversion of 

tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge benefits, however, from this organizational friction.

within the tensions of this debate – where the business controller takes the role of a discus-

sion generator and leader – the involved agents extract cues from their tacit understanding. These 

cues relate to the operational frictions and the urgent problems being addressed. consequently, 

organizational agents reinterpret and make sense of their professional experiences. They build 

practical illustrations, convincing arguments and counterpoints that revolve around the often very 

specific measurements that illuminate the details of their inter-functional activities (see weick 

1995). different functional agents explicate their interpretations of the relevant local problems 

which are raised by the business controller – putting forth for example views about what causal 

connections exist between operational failures and external factors ”beyond their control”. They 

recall real, on-the-spot field observations that could explain substandard performance. They 

jointly re-examine and disagree, for instance about key internal procedures, mutual routines and 

technical solutions. conflicting perspectives on operationally critical questions are taken, becom-

ing soon overtly challenged. And tacit knowledge that previously may have been beyond words, 

or remained the property of a small group of functional experts, becomes shared in this intensive 

argumentation. 

consequently, non-financial measurement could also be focused into such functional inter-

faces, which are regarded as particularly significant for the discovery of new insights in inter-

functional co-operation. The business controller’s deliberate exploitation of the cross-functional 

tensions which are coupled to non-financial measurement is – alongside the divisional perform-
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ance paradox and the provocative measurement of operational detail – a potential way to stimu-

late the emergence of tacit knowledge in critical parts of the enterprise. some reservation, how-

ever, is also here necessary. heavily politicised and strained cross-functional relations can become 

counterproductive. They can disturb overall organizational performance by creating new co-op-

erative barriers, especially by distracting the effort of local agents towards internal strife. And 

because strong political purposes are involved, the business controller should not approach the 

introduced tacit insights at face value. The tacit knowledge emerging in conjunction with non-

financial performance measurement inevitably becomes contaminated by locally generated, 

expertise-related, functional or perhaps outright personal bias. 

3 avenues oF eMPiRical enQuiRY

research on how pro-active business controllers can participate in a critical phase of organiza-

tional knowledge creation – converting tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge within specific 

instances of non-financial performance measurement – is still in its early stages. This paper has 

provided a preliminary discussion. it has suggested three potential scenarios for linking this par-

ticular technology at the business controller’s disposal with a focused discovery of tacit organi-

zational insights. At present, especially empirical research, and sufficiently intensive research 

methods, should be welcomed in this important terrain, of growing theoretical and professional 

significance. below, some possible avenues of field research are laid out.

especially, a more critical approach – taking this argument as a starting point, and prob-

lematizing the paper’s suggestions within the three presented scenarios – should be invited in 

earnest. it is probable that the proposed expansion of the controller’s role beyond a financially-

oriented, prudent organizational ”watchdog” meets considerable obstacles. A learning-oriented 

business controller faces an increased workload. This may jeopardize his/her capacity to produce 

reliable scorekeeping information about the organization’s financial status and it financial pros-

pects. organizational agents, including top management, may be unwilling to risk the controller’s 

professional integrity and reliability for more explorative, learning-related tasks. rigid role-mod-

els and deeply rooted expectations of proper professional conduct often persist. And can control-

lers develop the necessary argumentation skills and situational ”micro-management” competen-

cies for handling the often conflict-ridden interactions suggested in this paper? 

Also, it is questionable whether the active business controller can identify the critical struc-

tural units, operational niches and cross-functional interfaces which contain the potentially most 

valuable tacit insights. At the minimum, the business controller should be familiar with the 

premises and the guidelines of the organization’s competitive strategy. Moreover, it is conceivable 

that organizational agents, despite the increased tension that non-financial measurement intro-
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duces, may be unwilling to share their personal tacit knowledge. To some individuals, explicating 

tacit knowledge would suggest loosing valuable monopoly-capital (see nooteboom pp.159–162). 

And even if expert-agents articulate their tacit understanding, it is not certain that the business 

controller can share their conceptual systems and professional jargon, being able to grasp the 

meaning of these verbalizations. it is also uncertain, whether the business controller has the ca-

pability and necessary authority to develop further the intriguing tacit knowledge elements which 

do emerge – moving them ahead in the dynamic process of organizational knowledge creation: 

ideas may remain mere ideas (see nonaka et al. 2000a/b, nonaka 1994). hence, an interview 

study of sufficient scope, investigating how controllers, top management and other key expert-

groups perceive the suggestions of this paper, in a broad range of contemporary organizations, 

would be a logical step in elaborating these arguments further. it would set them against prevail-

ing enterprise practices in non-financial performance evaluation. such a study could narrow down 

on identifying the industrial and organizational contexts where the paper’s learning-oriented argu-

ment appears as most feasible. its yield would greatly benefit further empirical investigations. 

The growing literature on the controller’s competencies and new roles would draw from a 

sufficiently intensive case-study – addressing specific management situations where the control-

ler is de facto engaged with the tensions of non-financial performance measurement (Lukka & 

Granlund, 1998, 1997, Järvenpää, 2001, Tuomela & partanen, 2001, Malmi et al. 2001, vaivio 

2004). empirical evidence is still needed about how an interacting ba, where non-financial meas-

ures stand at the nexus, actually works at as a platform where tacit knowledge becomes con-

verted into explicit knowledge. First, how the business controller operates in the context of a 

divisional performance paradox, perhaps mediating between the perspectives of corporate man-

agement and the divisional level, as a ”bridge-builder” and ”interpreter”, in the negotiation and 

reconciliation of the financial and non-financial figures, deserves further study. what analytical 

capabilities, specific management initiatives and particular social skills are needed in order to 

avoid that the divisional business controller is not falling into the caveat of being identified as a 

corporate management ”spy” or ”detective” in his/her attempts to uncover tacit understandings 

during a performance paradox (partanen, 2001)? 

Also, light should be cast on how the pro-active business controller mobilizes provocative

non-financial measures during an organizational shake-up or a major cultural transformation, 

seeking tacit insights, possibly during a post-merger integration. what are the real-life experi-

ences of business controllers who actually adopt the role of a change-agent in a troubled unit, or 

act as dynamic and learning-oriented, inquisitive ”envoys” of the mother company? how is the 

professional profile of the business controller being organizationally constructed and socially 

maintained in these controversial instances and spaces which may be close to the conditions of 

a ”crisis” (see Granlund, 1994). 
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Furthermore, an intensive, ”real-time” case study that relies heavily on participant observa-

tion could provide us more appreciation of how the business controller in fact acts as a learning-

oriented ”bridge-builder” between different functional interests – in the delicate situations where 

tacit knowledge emerges in the context of a cross-functional debate around non-financial perform-

ance measures (partanen 2001). we hold an insufficient understanding about the business control-

ler’s competencies in stimulating argumentation, but also in retaining control of the contradictions 

and ”soft dialectic” within this interactive space (nonaka & Toyama, 2005, p. 426). Too little is 

also known about how the business controller’s expert profile is being shaped by his/her activities 

in the scenarios put forth by this paper. is the active role suggested here compatible with the 

traditional ”bean counter” role of the controller, as well as with other ”new” roles, such as being 

an internal adviser and consultant (Granlund & Lukka, 1998, 1997). whether the associated or-

ganizational tensions introduce too much ambiguity into the controller’s professional standing 

and credibility is an empirical question that needs to be addressed in coming research efforts. 

in summary, this paper has argued that the discovery and externalization of tacit insights is 

a critical phase of organizational knowledge creation where the business controller could adopt 

a more dynamic and pro-active role. More specifically, the mobilization of non-financial measure-

ment offers new possibilities for the learning-oriented business controller. These opportunities 

should not become overlooked if we remain concerned about the professional relevance, com-

petence development and status of controllers in contemporary enterprises. Facing a divisional 

performance paradox, in provocative exploration of operations and by being engaged in cross-

functional debate, the controller can contribute new insights into the process of knowledge 

creation – avoiding to become marginalized on the organization’s learning agenda. The potential 

of these scenarios, as well as their more problematic aspects, offer a point of anchor for further 

empirical enquiry. 
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